
The Meskwaki Nation, the Native American 
Food Sovereignty Alliance, and the Intertribal 

Agriculture Council proudly welcome you to 
the 2018 Great Lakes Intertribal Food Summit - 

ENJOY!  



Welcome to the 2018 
Great Lakes Intertribal Food Summit

The Intertribal Agriculture Council is 
proud to partner with the Meskwaki 
Nation of Iowa for this year’s annual 
Great Lakes Intertribal Food Summit. 
We are excited to welcome back 
many presenters and participants for 
this exciting project which grows in 
resources and interest each year. We 
hope you enjoy the next few days 
while the Meskwaki Nation and those 
involved locally with the Meskwaki 
Food Sovereignty Initiative host 
our many guests from across Turtle 
Island. With a chef team brought 
together from across the continent 
you can only appreciate their work 
in providing a unique cuisine of 
healthy and enjoyable food while we 
learn from and experience some truly 
wonderful Indigenous knowledge. 

Dan Cornelius
Technical Assistance Specialist 

- 
Great Lakes Region

Intertribal Agriculture 
Council

dan@IndianAgLink.com

Emma O’Polka,
Meskwaki Food 

Sovereignty Intiative

From our crew here at Meskwaki Food 
Sovereignty Initiative, welcome to our 
community – we are excited to bring this 
amazing event to the Meskwaki Settlement. 
Planning this year’s Great Lakes Intertribal 
Food Summit has truly been a community 
effort, with an exceptional team of Tribal 
programs staff and community members 
working together to transform our Red 
Earth Gardens farm site and surrounding 
areas into a hands-on learning space for 
this special week. Partnering with Inter-
tribal Agriculture Council and Native 
American Food Sovereignty Alliance, we 

have put together a unique program with opportunities to share and learn 
with some amazing folks working on a range of food sovereignty efforts 
within their communities and nationally. We hope these next few days 
will be an inspiring gathering of knowledge bearers from our local region 
and beyond. We extend our deepest appreciation to the Meskwaki Tribal 
Council and Meskwaki Bingo Casino Hotel for their generous support in 
hosting this event.
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About the Meskwaki Food Sovereignty Initiative
 Formed in 2012, Meskwaki Food Sovereignty Initiative (MFSI) is in our seventh year of community-
based food system efforts with two main focuses: (1) education and outreach around local food system control, 
and (2) development of a sustainable local farm and farmers. MFSI emphasizes the impact of local foods, 
indigenous foods, and medicines in supporting the health and well-being of our community, while strengthening 
the economy, healing relationships with the land, and celebrating cultural identity. Acting as an umbrella 
organization, MFSI supports a variety of different projects and programming serving the Sac & Fox Tribe of the 
Mississippi in Iowa, AKA Meskwaki Nation.
  MFSI’s largest program, Red Earth Gardens (REG), is a tribally-owned and operated organic produce 
farm started in 2013 and located on the Meskwaki Settlement. The farm consists of 40 acres in total, with 6 
acres currently in organic vegetable, herb, and flower production, and the remainder in greenhouses, public 
spaces, and hay production. REG has created markets for fresh produce on the Settlement through a moveable 
farm stand and a Tribally Supported Agriculture (TSA) share program available for purchase to tribal members 
and the surrounding community. REG is currently working to expand products and services by developing a 10-
acre fruit and nut orchard using permaculture principles, providing workforce development training in the field 
of tribal agriculture, and building the Tribe’s workforce by increasing year-round and seasonal job opportunities.
  MFSI programming also includes two volunteer gardens serving the Meskwaki community: a Meskwaki 
Elder’s Gardens and a Meskwaki Youth Garden. These small traditional foods plots yield a variety of produce, 
but focus on Meskwaki varieties of corn, beans, and squash. The gardens function as educational spaces 
for MFSI’s hands-on gardening workshop series. They also function as a way to ensure fresh, healthy, and 
culturally relevant foods are provided to Meskwaki community elders and youth through the Meskwaki Senior 
Food Program and the Meskwaki Settlement School, respectively. Fresh produce is incorporated into meals 
throughout the growing season, and frozen, dried or canned for the winter. The gardens also grow seeds to share 
with community members.
  Other MFSI projects and programming include: Farm-to-School efforts, Meskwaki Settlement School 
Maple Syrup Camp, creation of a seed library, development of cultural curriculum around food and agriculture, 
healthy cooking and gardening workshops, seasonal community meals, an annual Food Film Festival, and an 
overall food sovereignty strategic planning effort.



1.) Making a Botagen: Learn how to make a beautiful and functional corn mortar and pestle from yellow birch, following 
Anishinaabe methods and approaches.  Together we will make 2-3 botaganan which will be 
used throughout the summit for processing and preparing a wide variety of foods.

2.) Traditional Pottery Build: Join Akwesasne Mohawk potter Natasha Smoke to learn 
about the history and heritage of Haudenosaunee cooking vessels.  Each participant will 
make a their own clay pot to take home.

3.) Woven Bags: Nina Young Bear will lead participants through weaving their own small 
fiber bags.

4.) Wikiup (Traditional Meskwaki Structure Building): The Meskwaki have used a variety 
of structures for housing throughout the seasons, including rectangular lodges, wikiup, 
and open-air shelters. The wikiup “skeleton” consists of saplings sunk deeply into the 
ground, bent, and tied to a sapling on the opposite side to form a dome shape. Layers of 
bark or overlapping rush mats on this framework afford a snug winter home as the rushes 
hold natural air pockets to furnish insulation. Join Meskwaki community members to construct a wikiup on the Red Earth 
Gardens farm site.

5.) Birch Bark Canisters:  Make a birch bark seed canister using bark and spruce root with artists Jillian Collins 
(Saginaw Chippewa) and David Shananaquet (Little Traverse Bay Band Odawa)

6.) Haudenosaunee Planting Sticks: Planting sticks were a fundamental gardening tool in many Haudenosaunee 
communities.  Over the past decade Clayton Brascoupe has worked to revitalize this amazing tool by bringing it back into 
the hands of native farmers and gardeners.  Each participant will carve a beautiful maple planting stick to take home.

7.) Cooking Paddles: Work with Gun Lake Pottawatomi carver Frank Sprague to make your own beautiful maple 
cooking paddle.  These important tools are used for many aspects of native cooking including: maple sugar making, 

preparing soups, making corn bread and more.

8.) Traditional Bison Butchering: Lisa and Arlo Iron Cloud (Pine Ridge) 
will be leading the full process of butchering a freshly slaughtered bison.  
Participants will assist in all aspects of the butchering process including 
processing organ meats.  This is a very unique and special opportunity.   
The bison meat will be used in meals throughout the summit

9.) Introduction to Conservation Planning / Visit Cultural Museum: 
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and Inter-Tribal 
Agricultural Council will start the workshop off with the steps/basics 
to developing conservation/environmental projects. The Director of the 
Meskwaki Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) will then present 

an overview of the departmental programs and the unique aspects of conservation on tribal lands. This portion of the 
workshop will highlight how the department intertwines collaboration across programs, departments, and outside partners 
to provide greatest benefit to the community and Tribal land as a comprehensive system. The second half of the workshop 
will be tours of different areas on the Settlement illustrating the 
hands-on practice of conservation planning related to projects on 
Tribal land.

10-11.) IHS Food Safety Handler Training: Justin Bunn and 
Indian Health Service staff will provide an overview of proper food 
handling procedures, knowledge essential to safe preparation in 
both home and commercial kitchens.

12.) Introduction to Seed Saving: All across Turtle Island we are 
seeing a great resurgence of indigenous tribes building healthy and 
resilient food systems as a cornerstone to cultural and ecological 
renewal programs, as well as a means to reclaim indigenous 



economies and true economic and political sovereignty.  The Indigenous Seed Keepers Network is helping leverage 
resources for indigenous communities cultivating culturally appropriate solutions to restoring seed stewardship of 
traditional foods.  In the age of the increasing industrialization of our food and the erosion of biodiversity within cultural 
contexts, the Indigenous Seed Keeper Network asks the questions; Can we envision the Seed Commons, and coordinate 
collaborative efforts to care and protect for our seeds that is in right relationship to our indigenous cosmology? How can 
we use the process of reclaiming our traditional seeds and food as a powerful means of cultural restoration?  Join us as 
we talk about the creative ways of re-integrating seed stewardship back into our local community food systems, and how 
we can deepen our understanding of the nourishing cycles of life.  We will learn about several traditional indigenous food 
plant cycles from seed to seed, as well as doing hands on seed cleaning demonstration, and a seed swap and giveaway as 
well.

13.) Orchard Planting and Management: Are you interested in how we designed Red Earth Gardens and its vision 
for a permaculture-style orchard within the production system? If so, join us for a workshop that will introduce you to 

permaculture/regenerative agriculture and the process we used to design Red Earth 
Gardens to meet the cultural and economic goals of the Meskwaki community. 
Session will then cover early stages of orchard implementation as well as what to 
plan for as your orchard matures. Join presenters again on Saturday for a hands-on 
orchard planting activity.

14.) Foraging for Wild Foods - Wetlands Habitats: Join a group of tribal foragers 
for an outing to explore, find, learn about and share knowledge on wild plants.  This 
is a great opportunity to learn about how different tribal communities and cultures 
value and work with similar plant species.  Edible wild foods collected by the 
group will be incorporated into the meals at the event.

15.) Meskwaki History and Foods; Sharing Stories & Cooking: Join Meskwaki 
community members and Meskwaki Cultural Museum staff for an informal session 
on Meskwaki traditional foods. Johnathan Buffalo will give a brief overview of 
Meskwaki food history. Amelia Lasley and Laurie Lasley-Santos will demonstrate 

outdoor preparation of some Meskwaki traditional foods.

16.) Food Safety & the Tribal Food Code Project: FSMA Compliance Tribal Sovereignty: Erin Parker from the 
University of Arkansas Law School’s Indigenous Food and Agriculture Initiative will cover the basics required by the 
Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA), including discussing upcoming certification training opportunities since this 



workshop, despite providing the essential compliance information, 
will not fulfill the FSMA produce safety certification requirement.  
Erin will also provide an update on the Tribal Food Code Project and 
the Native Farm Bill Coalition efforts to help positively shape the 
upcoming Farm Bill to better support Tribes and Native producers.

17.) Advancing Community Health through Marketing and 
Distribution of Food Products: Hear from both farm business 
professionals and community program coordinators about strategies 
for marketing and distributing healthy and traditional food products 
with the focused goal of increasing the health and wellbeing of a 
particular community. Red Earth Gardens staff will give an overview 
of their marketing strategies, as well as unique partnerships with Tribal 
departments and the Meskwaki Health Clinic to increase community 
fresh produce intake. Meskwaki Food Sovereignty Initiative staff 
will discuss how community-based outreach and education programs 
intersect with REG marketing and distribution, including connections 
with Meskwaki language and culture.

18.) Seed Banking and Selection: Seed is a precious common heritage, and an essential component to the future 
sustainability of our food. Our ancestors have faithfully passed us this incredible gift of life over countless generations. 
Seeds are living beings that require a community to steward them within a cultural context. Come join in a vibrant 
discussion and teaching about proper ways to store and save indigenous seeds, and also how to create community seed 

bank initiatives that help create access to traditional and heritage seeds 
within our communities. We will explore topics such as how to form a 
seed library or seed bank, cultivating regenerative economic projects to 
support our seed sovereignty efforts, and how to create vibrant mentorship 
networks within our communities to keep the seeds healthy and vibrant 
for generations to come. 
19.) Introduction to Sugarbush: Tapping to Boiling: Join us for an 
intertribal round table of discussion and demonstrations on tapping, 
sapping, making syrup and maple sugar products.  As a group we will 
make a couple of types of maple sugar, show and learn about modern/
traditional equipment and discuss ways to advance native sugar 
production and marketing within and between our communities.

20.) Meskwaki Conservation and Land Management Past and 
Present: Meskwaki Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) will 
provide a brief overview of their department’s Environmental and 
Fish, Wildlife and Habitat (FWH) divisions.  The Air Program of the 

Environmental Division will focus on ongoing and future projects in the following areas: Ambient/ Indoor Air quality, 
and Meteorological Monitoring (MET) including partnerships, equipment, education and outreach. The Water Program 
of the Environmental Division will center on the Surface Water Programs of Sampling and Non-Point Source Pollution 
contributions.  The FWH Division will discuss current Forestry grants and the Wildland Fire Management program on 
the Settlement.  Underlining the discussion will be the department’s commitment to the department’s cultural program. 
Dependent upon weather and time tours of different areas at the South Farm may take place. 

21.) Developing Native Food Enterprises: Sean Sherman will discuss his efforts to launch The Sioux Chef and NATIFS 
as a hybrid non-profit/for-project operation.  Ben Jacobs and Loretta Barrett Oden will share their stories on starting 
and maintain their respective restaurant operations, Tocabe and Corn Dance Cafe.  Spring Alaska Olson will provide an 
agricultural producer perspective in growing, processing, and marketing value added products.

22.) Equipment Demos: Small-to-Large, Traditional-to-Modern: Learn about planting and production equipment 

Additional Workshop Descriptions by #



ranging from traditional planting sticks to the modern tractors and cultivating equipment used by Red Earth Gardens.

23.) Using the Botagan / Corn Mush and Traditional Flours: Learn how to use a traditional wooden corn mortar to 
prepare a variety of healthy and delicious flours including: parched corn meal, cornbread flour and wild rice flour.  We will 

also be using the parched corn flour and hand ground hickory 
nut meal to make corn mush.

24.) Butchering and Processing Animals (Deer, Beaver, 
Bison): Our animal relatives have always provided an important 
and staple part of the sustenance of families and communities.  
In this session we will be working with deer, bison and beaver to 
learn about ways to process, prepare and preserve the meat, fat 
and other foods they each provide.

25.) Decolonizing Gender Roles and Identities within Food 
Sovereignty (Talking Circle): Revitalizing culture and heritage 
is beautiful and resilient.  However we can’t revitalize our 
culture without looking at the deeply entrenched and colonially 
imposed gender roles and identities.  Prior to colonization 
traditional economies were based on gender balance and not 
rigid or discriminatory gender binaries.  This talking circle 
provides a space to share about gender identity, gender roles, 
decolonization, how our communities have been impacted, and 
what we can do to undo colonization.

26.) Seed Jewelry & Movie Screening: Join us for the showing 
of the film “Black Ash Basketry; A Story of Cultural Reliance”.  
The film focuses on the impact of the invasive insect Emerald 
Ash Borer on the Potawatomi communities of Gun Lake 
(Michigan) and Walpole Island (Ontario) and explores the 

perspectives of native elders and basketmakers regarding the loss of culturally significant species.   We will also have a 
concurrent hands-on activity making beautiful and wearable seed jewelry.

27.)  Rematriating & the Culture of Our Ancestral Seeds: Across Turtle Island, there is a growing intergenerational 
movement of  indigenous people proud to carry the message of the grand rematriation of seeds and foods back into 
our indigenous communities.  Over the last few centuries of the disruption of our indigenous food systems, many of 
our traditional varieties have left our communities, only to be stewarded by non-native farmers or seedkeepers. In 
addition, many of these traditional seeds have been stewarded or stored within public or private collections, institutions 
and organizations such as public seed banks, universities, museums and seed companies.  As a part of the indigenous 
seed sovereignty movement, we are recognizing the need for these seeds to be back in living context.   In an era of 
displacement and acculturation, some of these varieties were completely lost in their communities of origin, and we 
are now locating derivatives of these seeds in such public and private collections.  Some were carried on long journeys 
in smoky buckskin pouches, upon the necks of peoples who were forced to relocate from the land of their births, their 
ancestral grounds.  Some of these seeds remained in the hands of our people, and some of the seeds left, sometimes by 
force or theft, and also by trade or gift.  Seeds move and migrate, just like people do.   Generations later, these seeds are 
now coming back home;  from the vaults of public institutions, seed banks, universities, seedkeeper collections and some 
laying upon dusty pantry shelves of foresighted elders, seeds patiently sleeping and dreaming. Join us as we talk about 
several Seed Rematriation projects happening with several tribal communities across Turtle Island, and help develop the 
discussion around generating guidelines and protocols for this sacred work as we bring our seeds home. 

28.)  Crop Planning for Small Producers: A range of producers, from market farmers to traditional gardeners, will share 
their planning processes for small-space growing. This session will cover the basics of crop planning, including crop 
rotation, greenhouse schedules, planning for labor, succession planting and season extension.

29.) Soil Health: Join Dean Baas from Michigan State Extension along with USDA Natural Resource Conservation 
Service (NRCS) Staff to learn about managing soil health to improve your production and overall land management.



30.) We Love Bees; Conservation and Honey Production: 

Orchard & Native Bees: 9:05-9:40: MDNR presentation of planting in and around orchards for native bees including 
mason and orchard bees.  We will look into the life cycle of these bees and how this matter for their use in orchards and 
the value add of native pollinators in Orchards. 

Gardens & Native Bees: 9:50-10:15: Discussion bumble bees and squash bees and their special relations to tomatoes and 
squash plant.  Touching onto their influence for your garden plans and a little history. 

European Honey Bees: 10:30-12:00: Discussion of honey bees on your Tribal lands as part of an individual backyard to 
the farming operation.  Learn how these colonizers are different from the mostly small family to solitary lives of native 
bees.  Also learn about equipment and life of an apiarists. 

31.) Foraging for Wild Foods - Woodlands: Join a group of tribal foragers for an outing to explore, find, learn about and 
share knowledge on wild plants.  This is a great opportunity to learn about how different tribal communities and cultures 
value and work with similar plant species.  Edible wild foods collected by the group will be incorporated into the meals at 
the event.

32.) Methods for Cooking in Clay Pots:  In communities across much of Turtle Island, earthenware clay pots have been 
a staple of indigenous cooking for thousands of years.  As an element of the broader movement to restore and revitalize 
indigenous foods, chefs like Arlie Doxtater (Oneida) and artists like Natasha Smoke (Mohawk) have been bringing 
together their skills and knowledge of ancestral cooking technology and methods.  In this workshop we will learn to use 
earthenware pottery to boil, bake and parch a variety of foods over an open fire.

33.) Starting a Cooperative, Value Added Products & Developing Commercial Processing Facilities: Come discuss 
the concept of Cooperatives operating in Indian County as a way of pooling start-up funds, sharing of equipment, joint 
processing and collaborative marketing of products from maple to bison.

34.) Community Seed Sovereignty Assessment Toolkit: Come join us as we talk about cultivating the vision for creating 
vibrant seed sovereignty initiatives within our tribal communities.  Seeds are a vibrant and vital foundation for food 
sovereignty, and are the basis for a sustainable, healthy agriculture.  We understand that seeds are our precious collective 
inheritance and it is our responsibility to care for the seeds as part of our responsibility to feed and nourish ourselves and 
future generations.

NAFSA’s Indigenous SeedKeeper Network is seeking assistance to help strengthen traditional seed systems by developing 
a Seed Sovereignty Assessment publication and toolkit. This resource will assist Native communities in their efforts to 
reclaim their local and traditional seed systems. This resource will help demystify the diverse and dynamic process of 
creating a vibrant regional and cultural relevant community seed projects, and help identify the steps needed to create 
resilient seed stewardship mentorship networks. This resource will offer tools and a framework for Native communities 
to become more seed and food secure 
through asset mapping and facilitated 
strategic project mapping, using several 
tribal community case studies.  This 
workshop will be sharing success stories, 
and we will host a listening session and 
resource-sharing to help communities 
to continue to take action to ensure seed 
security is a part of their food sovereignty 
initiatives.

35.) Working with our Animal Relatives 
(Bison processing, hides, trapping): 
This hands-on session will focus on the 
harvesting and processing of wild animals.  
Participants will work with Richard Giago 
(Pine Ridge Lakota) to help process 
a bison hide, learn about wooden and 
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modern trap sets with Caleb Musgrave (Hiawatha First Nation Missisauga-Ojibwe) and explore the preparation and use of 
bison foods with Lisa and Arlo Iron Cloud (Pine Ridge Lakota).

36.) Cultural Perspectives on Invasive Species & Phragmites Drying Mats: Invasive species are a pressing concern 
in many of our communities.  This workshop will focus on culturally-based perspectives regarding ways of managing/
interacting with them.  The workshop with begin with a talking circle and discussion led by Jillian Collins (Saginaw 
Chippewa).  We will then learn about how invasive and native Phragmites reeds have been used as drying mats in Ojibwe-
Anishinaabe communities, and help assemble a mat under the direction of Rachel Austin.  The session will conclude with 
the showing of a short film on native elder perspectives of the Emerald Ash Borer in Ontario and Michigan.

37.) Prairies, Grazing Management, and Starting a Buffalo Operation: 

Prairies: 1:30- 2:15 MDNR and NRCS Staff will discuss difference aspects of the Prairie ecosystem, history of the 
landscape in Iowa and the importance of biodiversity & restoration as well as the reintroduction of fire on the landscape.

Grazing Management: 2:15-3:00 Overview of fire and grazing disturbance regime, rotational grazing benefits and 
challenges, patch-burning, seed mixes with a purpose, invasive and pasture weed controls all for the benefit of raising a 
healthy buffalo herd.

Buffalo Operation: 3:00-4:00 MDNR staff will talk about the ins and outs of buffalo husbandry, including equipment, 
fencing, health, harvest and distributions. NRCS will 
be present with staff to discuss funding and expansions 
projects. 

Buffalo Refuge Tour: 4:00-4:30 (Weather permitting) 
Tour the Meskwaki Wildlife Refuge with staff and see the 
land area, expansion project, and the buffalo. 

38.) Ojibwe Wood Ash Hominy Making: George 
Martin (Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe) will lead 
participants through the process of making Anishinaabe 
Mandaaminaaboo (Ojibwe Corn Soup), including 
preparing the ashes, corn and materials and show how to 
dry the finished hominy for longterm preservation.

39.) Vendor Panel: Challenges and Strategies for 
Retail Products: Discuss ways of overcoming marketing 
issues, packing, branding and delivery of goods to help 
increase market share and sales. 

40.) Farm Food Safety Plan: Learn about the steps required in developing a farm food safety plan that meets GAP (Good 
Agricultural Practices) Certification, as well as accounting for FSMA (Food Safety Modernization Act) requirements.  
Workshop will include walk-through of Red Earth Gardens to illustrate how to develop your own farm food safety plan.

41.) Round Dance Social: The Meskwaki Community invites you to join them for an evening of social dancing and 
celebration at Red Earth Gardens.

42.) Traditional Arts: Birch Bark Etching Art and Quill Earrings: Spend the evening working with amazing native 
artists to create something beautiful to take home.  Dave Shananaquet (Little Traverse Bay Band Odawa), Jillian Collins 
(Saginaw Chippewa) will lead activities in making birch bark jewelry.  Christine Morseau (Pokagon Potawatomi) will be 
teaching how to make quilled earrings.

43.) Food Sovereignty and the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Restoring Trade Relations among Indigenous Peoples and 
Nations: Presentation and slideshow by Nicole Yanes.

44.) Hands on Corn Braiding Workshop: Join Rowen White (Mohawk) to learn how to braid corn for preservation and 



curing.

45.) Revitalizing 13 Moons of Ojibwe Seasonal Foodways: Greg Johnson (Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe) will share his 
family’s journey to return to harvesting, processing and living off of the seasonal foods of his traditional territory.  From 
harvesting fish and berries to gardening and hunting he will share the process of coming back to these foods, the culture, 
language and land.

46.) Braiding Sweetgrass Workshop: Spring Alaska 
Olson will provide teachings on how to grow and 
harvest sweetgrass and lead participants in a braiding 
activity.

47.) Peace and Dignity Journeys and Nehiyaw 
Women: Peace and Dignity Journeys are spiritual runs 
that embody the prophecy of the Eagle and Condor.  
Every 4 years the run begins simultaneously in the 
North at Chickaloon, Alaska and in the South at Tierra 
del Fuego, Argentina.  This presentation will share some 
stories and teachings from the Honoring Sacred Water 
and Seeds’ Journey.

48.) Corn Husk Doll Workshop:  Make an awesome 
cornhusk doll with artist and cornhusk doll master Lolly 
Aguilar.

49.) Intertribal Marketplace: Shop for Native made goods, arts and foods from across Turtle Island at our Intertribal 
Marketplace.

50.) Making Wood Ash Hominy (Ojibwe, Oneida and Onondaga Methods): Hominy is an important food in many of 
our communities.   Learn about the differences and similarities in ways of preparing it while working with cooks from the 
Ojibwe, Oneida and Onondaga Nations.

52-53.) Meskwaki Traditional Foods Demos and Milkweed Soup Workshop: Join Meskwaki community members 
under the Teaching Pavilion for hands-on demonstrations of Meskwaki cooking, including preparing milkweed soup.

53.) Wild Rice Processing: Learn how to parch, dance, winnow and prepare Ojibwe Manoomin (wild rice) with some of 
our Northern relatives.

54.) Cree Beaver Cooking and Processing: Daisy Kostus (James Bay Cree) will lead a day long demo on cooking 
beavers over an open fire using the method taught to her as child growing up on the land.

55.) Processing and Using Acorn Flour: Caleb Musgrave (Hiawatha First Nation) will lead participants through the 
process of preparing acorn flour, a once important food for Ojibwe people.  Caleb has been working to revitalize this 
ancient process and to bring this knowledge back in his Missisauga Homeland.

56.) Bison Hide Tanning:  Richard Giago (Pine Ridge) will be demonstrating and teaching the traditional process of 
tanning a bison hide.  Please stop by to put your hands on this amazing project.

57.) Orchard Planting: Red Earth Gardens staff will lead this session on orchard planting.

58.) Reed Drying Mat Making:  Work with Rachel Austin (Mixed Ancestry/Catawba Descendant) to weave a reed mat 
traditionally used as a highly efficient dehydrator for berries, corn and drying other foods.



59.) Intertribal Foods and Goods Exchange: Vast networks of intertribal trade and barter once crossed all of Turtle 
Island and were the basis for thriving indigenous economies and strong political alliances between our nations.  This is a 
very important opportunity to help reestablish those trade connections.  Participants are encouraged to bring food, hand 
made goods, and other resources from your nations, homelands and communities to trade and exchange with others.  This 
is for exchange only (not for sales).   

60.) Cooking Muskie Underground Ojibwe Style: Greg Johnson (Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe) will demonstrate a very old 
Ojibwe method of cooking muskie underground.

61.) Cooking in Clay Pots: In communities across much of Turtle Island, earthenware clay pots have been a staple of 
indigenous cooking for thousands of years.  As an element of the broader movement to restore and revitalize indigenous 
foods, chefs like Arlie Doxtater (Oneida) and artists like Natasha Smoke (Mohawk) have been bringing together their 
skills and knowledge of ancestral cooking technology and methods.  In this workshop we will learn to use earthenware 
pottery to boil, bake and parch a variety of foods over an open fire.

62.) Cattail Mat Making: Bessie Scott (Kickapoo) will demonstrate making lodge covering/roofing mats using cattails 
and a bone needle.

63.) Lakota Bison Foods: Arlo and Lisa Iron Cloud will demonstrate how to prepare dried bison meat with kidney fat and 
berries.

64.) Maple Sugar Making Demo: Learn how to make maple sugar from syrup using a basswood trough and wooden 
paddle

65.)  Rainfall Simulator: Help make decisions about soil health, water conservation and farming by seeing the difference 
in how cover crops, plowing and selective planting impacts the long term nutritional value of the soil.

66.) Dugout Canoe Talk: Check out a dugout canoe made from a single log.  Learn about how dugout canoes are made 
and how they fit into the historic food systems and travel of many of our communities.

67.) Food is Medicine: It’s become a common phrase: “food is medicine.” But what does it actually mean? While there 
is multitude of anecdotal evidence supporting the health and healing benefits of traditional foods, not a lot has been done 
to actually analyze and document these benefits. This talk will feature data from relevant nutritional studies of traditional 
foods, and data gathered from a Indigenous Ways of knowing and understanding the natural world. We will also have the 
opportunity to process and eat some delicious medicinal foods!

Some Additional Workshop Descriptions by #
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Meet some of our presenting Indigenous Chefs
Felicia Cocotzin Ruiz is and chef, educator, and activist.  She is also the founder of Kitchen 
Curandera that advances wellness by teaching others how to prepare natural whole foods and to 
create spiritual and natural harmony with sacred scents, energy work, and deep relaxation 
techniques. 

Marlene Aguilar is an Community Cocinera (chef) with an Indigenous Plant-Based Sazon (seasoning).  
As co-creator of Cocina Manakurhini, she advances Indigenous culinary arts and expression in the 
southern California area and beyond with a unique blend of influences that “are humble renditions 
showcasing the fine culinary art of Mesoamerican/Indigenous foods through creative and ceremonial 
expressions that channel ancestral flavors of knowledge into your body and its genetic memory”.

Carly Shananaquet, Little Traverse Bay Band of Odawa, has a lifelong passion for cook-
ing. She has been a staple cook for many community funcitions at the Gun Lake Band of 
Pottawatomi Indians and the Jijak Foundation where she works with traditional Anishinaabe 
recipes and ingredients.  She is always pusing to showcase flavors in new and unique ways. 

Ben Jacobs. Ben Jacobs is co-owner of Tocabe: An American Indian Eatery based in Denver 
Colorado. The restaurant first opened its doors in December 2008 and added its second location in 
2015. Tocabe is the only American Indian owned and operated restaurant in Metro Denver. Ben is 
a tribal member of the Osage Nation located in north eastern Oklahoma.

Loretta Barrett Oden is the Founder of the Corn Dance Café and a Native American chef, food 
historian and lecturer. She began her passionate relationship with food as a small child near the 
Citizen Potawatomi Reservation in Oklahoma. The Corn Dance Café quickly garnered international 
acclaim for its innovative menu and contemporary interpretation of centuries-old recipes.

Sean Sherman, Oglala Lakota, born in Pine Ridge, SD, has been cooking across World for the 
last 30 years.  His culinary focus has been on the revitalization and awareness of indigenous foods 
systems in a modern culinary context.  Sean has studied extensively to determine the foundations of 
food systems including the knowledge of Native farming techniques, wild food usage and harvesting, 
land stewardship, salt and sugar making, hunting, fishing, food preservation, Native American 
migrational histories, elemental cooking techniques, and Native culture and history in general.

Brian Yazzie (aka Yazzie The Chef) is a Navajo Chef from Dennehotso,AZ on the Navajo Nation. Chef Yazzie has 
a degree in Applied Science (AAS) in Culinary Arts from Saint Paul College. He caters private events and provides 
cooking demonstrations utilizing healthy Indigenous foods free of colonial ingredients. Chef Yazzie aspires to 
explore old and new delectable Indigenous cuisine creations and to educate all populations on the health benefits 
and possibilities of an Indigenous diet. 

Arlie Doxtator is the Executive Chef at Pine Hill Golf & Supper Club. Arlie is from the Oneida 
Nation of Wisconsin. He has been in the food and beverage business for 27 years with 19 years as an 
Executive Chef. He is committed to help bring our cultural foods and healthy cooking techniques to 
the surrounding communities and to help promote a healthier lifestyle for the Oneida Nation.

Claudia Serrato is a community based cocinera/chef focusing on plant based cooking and cuisine, is 
passionate about community health and healing, decolonial food education and pedagogy, and moving 
forward the kitchen-food based project she co-created, Cocina Manakurhini. As a chef and scholar 
activist, she focuses on revitalizing Native flavors towards social recovery of the Indigenous brown body 
called land and land called body.



Here are some of our Presenters

Glenda Abbott is nehiyaw-Plains Cree from Pelican Lake First Nation. She has dedicated much of her time 
learning from knowledge keepers to revitalize and reclaim Indigenous knowledge systems. This work has 
included many indigenous led community projects and cultural revitalization initiatives related to Indigenous 
midwifery, women’s teachings, traditional medicine, ethnobotany-food sovereignty and land based education 
curriculum development.

Prof. Martin Reinhardt - Dr. Martin Reinhardt is an Anishinaabe Ojibway citizen of the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 
of Chippewa from Michigan and a professor of Native American Studies at Northern Michigan University.  He 
has taught courses in American Indian education, tribal law and government, and sociology. He has a Ph.D. in 
Educational Leadership from Pennsylvania State University,.  Recently, Marty has led the Decolonizing the 
Diet Project that has provided research, inspiration, and support for reclaiming our ancentral food heritage and 
even published a cookbook of recipes with Indigenous ingredients.
Martin, George - Martin grew up in Whitefish community of the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe Reservation at 
Reserve, Wisconsin. He is known as a traditional dancer. George practices traditional peyote stitch beadwork 
making ceremonial dance sticks, canes, and rattles which can be seen at powwows across the U.S. and Canada. 
He and wife Sidney spend much of their time traveling to Anishinabe communities far and wide to attend 
ceremonial functions, support cultural events and activities, and to visit with friends and relations. This year 
George will be giving teachings on history, culture, and preparation of traditional Anishinabe corn soup.

Rowen White is a Seed Keeper from the Mohawk community of Akwesasne and a passionate activist for 
seed sovereignty. She is the director and founder of the Sierra Seeds, an innovative organic seed cooperative 
focusing on local seed production and education, based in Nevada City CA. She teaches creative seed training 
immersions around the country within tribal and small farming communities. She weaves stories of seeds, food, 
culture and sacred Earth stewardship on her blog, Seed Songs.

Kevin Finney is know for many things, a cultural historian, a tradesman, an artisan, a collector and a trickster 
of sorts. He is the former director of the Gun Lake Potawattomi Tribes’ Jijak center where food sovereignty and 
self-sufficiency in food, medicines and locally made structures were stressed. He is know as a canoe maker, a 
sapper of trees, a linguistic consultant and is available to discuss many issues of plants and medicines found in 
the forests of the Great Lakes. 

Arlo and Lisa Iron Cloud - Our family consists of: Arlo Sr., Lisa, Leroy, Sebastian, Azure Mni, and Lil Louie. 
For the past few years we have made it a goal to be together as much as we possibly can as a family, while 
returning to our natural Lakota diet. We have met so many great people who have helped and shared stories, 
knowledge, support and encouragement as we make the journey to reconnect with Ina Maka (Mother Earth) and 
our relatives who live along side us. We support and encourage others to learn where they come from, through 
learning more about our “traditional” foods. Ohan Wopila!
Dean Baas is an Extension Educator in Sustainable Agriculture for Michigan State University Extension. 
Dean is involved in cover crop, soil health and organic agriculture research and education. Farmers and 
commodity groups are an integral part of his projects and programs.  He is a member of the Midwest 
Cover Crops Council Executive Committee. He is the Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education 
(SARE) Coordinator for the state of Michigan..

Linda Black Elk - (Catawba Nation) is an ethnobotanist specializing in teaching about culturally important plants 
and their uses as food and medicine. Linda works to build curriculum and ways of thinking that will promote and 
protect food sovereignty, traditional plant knowledge, and environmental quality as an extension of the fight against 
hydraulic fracturing and the fossil fuels industry. She is the author of “Watoto Unyutapi”, a field guide to edible wild 
plants of the Dakota people. Linda also serves as the Director of Traditional Medicine at the Mni Wiconi Clinic, a 
fully integrative clinic focusing on decolonized medicine on the Standing Rock Reservation.

Daisy Kostus - Daisy grew up in the northern Quebec bush with her James Bay Cree First Nation parents 
and grandparents. She is a first-language fluent Cree speaker. Daisy’s family travelled by canoe, dog sled, and 
snowshoes as they hunted, trapped, and gathered while constantly on the move following traditional seasonal 
cycles. Daisy is truly a wealth of knowledge and skills ranging from traditional cooking and medicines to 
snaring rabbits and what can happen if you run while wearing snowshoes...  We are honored to learn from her 
and listen to her stories and traditional teachings.



For Additional information on this conference, past food summit events, photos, videos, 
summary and future events, go to the Intertribal Agriculture Council Great Lakes Blog 

at https://iacgreatlakes.com/



Nothing like dividing up 
the sugar after a long day 
of stirring syrup to make 
some Indian Zizibakwat 
(Maple Sugar)

2017 Featured 
Chefs and HelpersOur Sincere Appreciation and a Huge Thank You to all 

the 2018 Summit Sponsors, Partners, Planners, Staff 
Members from Meskwaki, Volunteers, Instructors, 
Presenters, Elders, Plants and Animals that have 

contributed to the planning of this great event! You 
and everyone who has attended or touched the hearts 

of the people who have come here are responsible for a 
wonderful time of teaching, wisdom and revival. 

International Indian 
Treaty Council
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Finding Your Way Around Meskwaki

To Marshalltown

The Great Lakes Intertribal Food 
Summit features many hands on 
demonstrations from cooking to 
butchering to farm implements that 
are easy to operate and less costly for 
smaller farming operations.

(South Farm)

& Cultural Museum




